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**sat-nms LCPH - ACU-ODU Local Control Handheld**

Normally, you operate the *sat-nms* ACU-ODU with a web browser via the integrated web server of the outdoor unit. If the environmental outdoor conditions are adverse and you do not want to open your notebook at the antenna or if you are just installing the antenna and you have not yet configured the antenna controller, then our *sat-nms* LCPH is exactly what you need. You can drive the antenna in all three axes without any other software or PC, just by pushing buttons.

In any new *sat-nms* ACU-ODU-AC delivered from May 2014, the interface to connect a local control handheld is already included, so you just buy the optional *sat-nms* LCPH and you are ready to operate the antenna locally. For already existing *sat-nms* ACU-ODU devices, SatService can supply an upgrade kit consisting of a small DIN rail module as well as a cable kit that has to be exchanged against some existing cables around the *sat-nms* ACU-ODM Module. The upgrade is easy to perform and can be done by your own service personnel.

**Key Features**

- Rugged and reliable design
- Easy Antenna movement without Notebook
- Commands drive signal directly to frequency inverter
- Limit switches still active even without running *sat-nms* ACU-ODM
- Upgrade kit for existing *sat-nms* ACU-ODU available
- Handheld storage tray suitable for *sat-nms* ACU-ODU available as an option
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